
Arundel Town Council  

Transport and Access Strategy D R A FT  

Context:  

This is a draft vision and strategy for access and transport for Arundel. It has been drafted by 
Arundel Town Council Traffic Committee Chair, Vice-chair and Mayor and is designed to form 
part of the overall Vision document for the town.  

Introduction  

Transport and access are key issues for Arundel, clearly identified as a priority in the 
Neighbourhood Plan. We plan to address these issues with a strategy that may be seen as 
radical by some.  

Arundel recognises creativity. As well as providing a home for the arts and heritage, it is 
willing to try new ideas, exemplified by the establishment of a Farmers Market and ‘Fair-
trade Town' status earlier than most. We now hope it will become a model for good practise 
in transport planning in a small town.  

We believe that solutions to the current transport challenges will not be solved by tinkering 
or piecemeal projects. We find that the old 'predict and provide' method of transport 
management is outdated. The aim is for behaviour change and improved infrastructure that 
supports this, rather than infrastructure that encourages increased car use. We need to find 
integrated, forward- thinking, evidence-based solutions and that only these solutions will 
attract significant funding and support.  

This strategy will develop over time as we learn and share, but starts with a far-reaching 
vision, recognised transport planning principles and data to inform our first steps towards 
that vision.  

We will work with other authorities, agencies, groups and bodies in all sectors for technical 
support and advice, planning, funding and implementation.  

Most importantly, we are committed to securing widespread engagement and support of 
people throughout the town to develop the strategy.  

Arundel is in a unique situation to be a successful pioneer of advanced access and transport 
solutions, with a mix of transport modes and other tools available, and a mix of needs and 
opportunities for residents and businesses.  

This strategy aims to develop real choice to reduce car dependency and improve the health 
and well-being of our town.  
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Vision  

Our vision for Arundel is of a town where, ideally,:  

1. a)  Walking or cycling are the first choice of all able residents to access town 
facilities, with good connections to all parts of the town along attractive and safe 
streets and paths.  

2. b)  Public transport or cycling are the first transport modes considered by people 
visiting the town.  

3. c)  Where possible, every able child attending a school in Arundel walks or cycles for 
at least part of their way to school.  

4. d)  Arundel town centre streets are well signed and largely traffic-free and all streets 
prioritise space for walking and cycling.  

5. e)  Everyone can enjoy safe, attractive and healthy streets, free from pollution.  
6. f)  Public transport is integrated, with good walking and cycling access and linked bus 

and train services, meeting local and long-distance access needs.  
7. g)  Parking conflicts are minimal.  
8. h)  Vehicle access for services, trade and people with particular mobility needs is 

simple and direct.  
9. i)  Arundel is served well by the wider road network.  
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Strategy aims  

The key aims of the strategy are to:  

1. A)  Improve accessibility for residents and visitors to facilities and services  
2. B)  Enhance the street and natural environment  
3. C)  Reduce congestion and pollution  
4. D)  Improve road and personal safety  
5. E)  Improve health and the quality life  

Objectives (measurable, to meet aims)  

1. Increase walking and cycling rates  
2. Improve pedestrian space  
3. Reduce car use within town  
4. Manage traffic to optimise car park use and reduce street parking demand  
5. Provide walking and cycling infrastructure to connect public transport and facilities  
6. Increase numbers of children walking or cycling to school  
7. Improve air quality, specifically reducing oxides of nitrogen and particulates  
8. Improve cross-town connectivity and crossings for walking and cycling  
9. Provide street treatments which discourage heavy vehicles  
10. Provide street treatments to discourage through traffic  
11. Promote/encourage clean river transport  
12. Develop the town economy to meet local people's needs  

Benefits  

The benefits of these transport objectives for Arundel, include:  



• •  Improved access for household members, including young, elderly and disabled, 
without routine access to a car.  

• •  Increased street safety and free movement around town.  
• •  More attractive street environment with reduced car dominance.  
• •  Health and social benefits from increased activity through walking and cycling and 

improved air quality.  
• •  Reduced pressure on the natural environment.  
• •  Arundel sought more as a visitor destination for walking and cycling trips.  
• •  Increased use of town businesses, rather than out-of-town retail.  
• •  Business and social opportunities for using traffic-free streets.  
• •  Reduced carbon emissions.  
• •  Children's raised awareness of and engagement in their neighbourhood 

environment and community.  
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Transport and access issues in Arundel  

 Issues  Objectives tackling issues  

1  Car dominance of town centre and other 
streets  

1. 1  Increase walking and cycling rates  
2. 2  Improve pedestrian space  
3. 3  Reduce car use in town  
4. 4  Manage traffic to optimise car park 

use  

2  Restricted space for pedestrians in town 
centre and other areas  2 Improve pedestrian space  

2  Unsafe walking and cycling to Ford 
Station  

5 Walking and cycling infrastructure to connect 
public transport and facilities  

3  Congestion and potential dangerous 
conditions at schools during 'school run'  

6 Increase numbers of children walking or 
cycling to school 
3 Reduce car use in town  

4  Congestion in town centre  

3. 3  Reduce car use in town  
4. 4  Manage traffic to optimise car park 

use  

5  Air pollution due to traffic  7 Improve air quality  

6  A27 severance of two sides of town  8 Improve cross-town connectivity and 
crossings for walking and cycling  

7  Unsafe access to hospital  5 Walking and cycling infrastructure to connect 
public transport and facilities  

8  Lorries and speeding on Ford Road  9 Street treatment to discourage heavy vehicles  

9  Rat-running on Canada Road  10 Street treatment to discourage through 
traffic  



10  Underused river  11 Promote and encourage clean river 
transport  

11  People driving out of town for goods and 
services  

12 Develop the town economy to meet 
people's needs in town  

12  Parking conflict between restricted and 
free parking in town centre  4 Manage traffic to optimise car park use  
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Approach  

This strategy is being developed with reference to aims of the current Arundel 
Neighbourhood Plan (ANP) which functions within the Arun Local Plan, for the period 2010 
to 2025. Extracts include: 
'[by 2015] The town will also have benefited from improvements to the A27, from works to 
manage traffic and to promote walking and cycling within the town and from improvements 
to the local rail network and facilities to encourage greater use of rail services for commuting 
and other trips.'  

'To reduce the harmful impact of road traffic on the local community and the town’s heritage 
assets' 
'Creation of cross town cycle routes' 
'Increase in the number of local journeys undertaken by walking, cycling and public 
transport'.  

Drivers and opportunities for change  

There are a number of factors which encouraging us to address transport and access issues 
in the town:  

• •  Residents' concern over the dominance of cars in Arundel. This was the top issue 
of concern for participants in the ANP consultation.  

• •  The health and wellbeing of the people of Arundel, in the light of national concern 
over diabetes, heart disease, obesity and air quality.  

• •  The need for measures to support retail business in Arundel to meet a range of 
local needs within the time. This was a significant ANP concern,  

• •  The need to reduce carbon emissions to mitigate climate change.  
• •  Traffic congestion in the town, particularly Tarrant Street and Ford Road.  
• •  Expanding population and developments in nearby towns and villages.  
• •  National policies encouraging local solutions to issues.  
• •  National and regional policies to rates of walking and cycling.  

ATC will need to develop proposals to meet the transport strategy aims and 
objectives by working with bodies that can support these, either for funds, transport 
planning expertise or highways engineering knowledge. We need to be clear on our 
priorities and ensure that these are informed by evidence.  

Relevant agencies include:  



• West Sussex County Council (WSCC) 
This is the Local Transport Authority responsible for all roads apart from the strategic road 
network and for bus licensing. Its Transport Plan 2011-2026 (LTP3) sets out policies at a very 
broad level. It is due to publish a Walking & Cycling Strategy this year. WSCC has a 
TravelWise section which supports sustainable transport measures with some budget for 
small local infrastructure and behavioural project support. (1)  

• Highways England (previously Highways Agency) 
HE is the government-owned company commissioned by Department for Transport to 
manage the strategic road network, which includes the A27. At the time of writing, HE is 
implementing the government's Road Investment Strategy, to include improvements to the 
A27. (2)  

• Coast to Capital (Local Enterprise Partnership) 
C2C is one of 39 relatively new regional bodies led by appointed businesses with local 
authority support, to manage economic development for the region. It manages 
government and European funds for major local transport improvements through its Local 
Transport Body (C2CLTB). An element of these funds must be allocated to sustainable 
transport schemes. (3)  
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• Arun District Council (ADC) 
The District authority does not have direct transport responsibilities, but has a say on 
transport infrastructure and services through the planning system. It is also a landowner and 
provides services aimed at improving health, housing, environment, community and 
economic development which, at times, will be affected by access and transport. (4)  

• South Downs National Park Authority 
SDNPA has similar responsibilities to ADC, including planning, with an added context of Park 
priorities. Part of Arundel lies within the Park. (5)  

Traffic Regulation Orders  

TROs are required for certain infrastructure changes that impact on road use and must be 
specified to the satisfaction of the local transport authority (WSCC) including safety 
considerations. Emergency services and other public bodies must be consulted. Local 
residents and businesses may need to be consulted. Notice must be given and objections 
considered. Once implemented, the process must be followed again to reverse the measure. 
The process adds to the cost of any infrastructure improvements.  

This means that changes in speed limits, double yellow lines, one-way streets, vehicle 
turning areas, bus lanes and suchlike can be best grouped together in a scheme and are not 
undertaken lightly.  

Transport hierarchy  

This strategy requires developments in the town to follow the Department for Transport 
hierarchy. This is recommended in key reference transport planning guidance such as 
Manual for Streets and says that when designing access in any development, modes should 
be addressed in the following order of priority (7, 12):  



1. walking  
2. cycling  
3. public transport  
4. emergency vehicles  
5. business vehicles  
6. private car  

Following the hierarchy means that all people's needs are considered in improvements. 
Access by foot and bicycle is not forgotten or left as an afterthought in developing a scheme 
where car access is the primary focus.  
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Strategy  

This strategy follows the transport hierarchy, looking at each mode, with a brief 
summary, key areas to address and a pointer to details in appendices. This is 
followed by some more general discussion on particular issues of concern. References 
follow the appendices.  

• Guidance 
ATC will seek professional guidance from an external consultant to inform proposals and 
decision- making. Transport management can be counter-intuitive, so this could include 
training for councillors to gain a basic understanding of current thinking and good practise in 
transport planning. 
A Walking 
Walking is the number one mode of transport and is important for health, community and 
environment. An averagely fit person can walk across Arundel within 15 minutes. However, 
in many areas of Arundel, vehicle priority conflicts with walking. With many narrow (and in 
some areas, lack of) pavements, there is a need for safe and attractive routes connecting all 
parts of the town, particularly linking residential streets with shops, facilities, schools, bus 
stops and stations. Towns where walking is prioritised are known to be more appealing and 
likely to thrive. The strategy encourages walking by all for a healthy, attractive town.  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Crossing points at key locations, eg Ford Road, Queen Street, Mill Road Post Office 
to ensure continuous safe routes.  

2. Improved signage, particularly for visitors, indicating routes, with timings, from car 
parks and railway station(s) to key destinations, eg surgery, cathedral, castle, WWT.  

3. Barriers to routes, eg Tarrant Wharf, impassable footpaths.  
4. Pedestrian priorities in the town centre shopping areas. Note: pedestrian priority 

does not  

necessarily mean full exclusion of vehicles.  

5. Appropriate lighting in darker walkways, eg with motion sensors.  
6. Lack of adequate pedestrian access to facilities, eg doctor's surgery, hospital and 

poor  



access elsewhere.  

7. Narrow or missing footways conflicting with car use, eg Park Place,  

See appendix B for latest proposals.  

B Cycling  

As a small town, using bikes could be a useful and quick method of getting around, but 
cycling rates are low. It is almost impossible to ride safely and legally from one side of 
Arundel to the other as car priorities, eg one way Tarrant Street, preclude natural cycle 
routes. Though less than two miles, Ford station is seen as dangerous riding (and walking), 
especially at night. Conflicts can arise between cyclists and pedestrians in the absence of 
safe cycle routes. Arundel is missing out on cycle tourism. We will seek improvements to 
cycle infrastructure and encourage cycling for day-to-day trips, leisure and visitors.  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Safe cycle routes from one side of town to the other and to access town facilities 
and stations, particularly Ford.  

2. Separated space from cars where possible  
3. Cycle parking provision at all key locations for residents and visitors including secure  

parking for residents without storage facilities.  

4. Route signage  
5. Information provision, eg in tourist literature, encouraging visitors by bike  
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6. Guidance to traders on encouraging cycling amongst staff and customers and welcoming 
cycling visitors.  

See appendix B for a latest proposals.  

C Public transport  

Arundel is in the enviable position of having potential ready access to two railway stations 
serving two different routes – Arundel for the Arun Valley Line to London and Portsmouth 
and Ford for the Coastal service to Brighton. However, Arun Valley service schedules mean 
that trips to Chichester and beyond require a change of train. Access to Ford station is very 
poor with no footway, cycle path or lighting. Services to Barnham, Chichester and 
Littlehampton are particularly important for young people and the elderly. Journeys to 
Brighton can be relatively slow as many are stopping services.  

Arundel station is a 5-10 minute walk from the High Street, but visitor perceptions can be of 
a much greater distance.  

Whilst Compass bus services (84 and 85) to Chichester are quick, the timetable is very 
limited. Stagecoach bus services (700) are half hourly, but the service does not extend into 



the evenings. Journeys are very slow as routes serve many towns and villages. Both are 
expensive..  

The strategy is to seek improvements to public transport services and access to them and to 
inform and promote use public transport to residents, business and visitors .  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Safe access to Ford station, with a focus on walking and cycling space.  
2. Improved coastal rail services increasing capacity and speeds.  
3. Extended rail schedules enabling later return trips from London, Brighton etc.  
4. Further investigation of the Arundel Chord: a very short stretch of new railway line, 

enable  

services from the Arun Valley going east.  

5. Additional bus services enabling commuting and later return trips from Chichester 
and  

Worthing.  

6. A fast A27 bus service, complementing the coastal rail service, connecting existing 
and  

new settlements for commuting.  

7. Improved public transport information provision for residents and visitors.  
8. Signposting.  

See appendix B for a latest proposals.  

D Emergency vehicles  

Half way between the general hospitals at Worthing and Chichester, Arundel is a stopover 
location used to optimise response times in the area for ambulances. Fire engine callouts 
from the fire station in Ford Road can be hampered by large vehicles at the pinch point 
outside the graveyard. The aim is to ensure clear access for emergency vehicles at all times.  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Emergency vehicle access on Ford Road  
2. Poor visitor car parking blocking emergency vehicle access, especially during events 

such  

as the festival.  

See appendix B for a latest proposals.  

E Business and service vehicles  



For practical purposes, such vehicles need to be parked close to the site at which they are 
operating, for a permitted period of the work. Most parts of the town are unsuitable for 
HGVs. Measures should enable effective operations for business vehicles minimising 
opportunities for  
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misuse of parking and access.  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Restricting HGV access on Ford Road.  
2. Poor notification of works and management of traffic within town.  
3. Local traders' issues with temporary parking for unloading.  
4. Trade, delivery and works vehicles blocking pavements.  
5. Delivery vehicles blocking narrow streets, eg Tarrant Street  

See appendix B for a latest proposals.  

F Cars  

Cars are useful and a fact of life. They can be a lifeline for people with disabilities. However, 
they need to be part of the transport mix, particularly as most people in Arundel depend on 
other modes of travel on a daily basis (see Appendix A). The strategy is to develop measures 
which prioritise healthier modes, enable sensible use of cars where this is most appropriate 
and ensure adequate, well managed parking provision.  

Key areas to address include:  

1. Speed limits throughout the town to increase pedestrian and cycling priority and 
safety.  

2. Vehicle congestion and safety at schools.  
3. Rat-running and through traffic.  
4. Congestion and speeding in Ford Road  
5. Excessive car circulation in town centre  
6. Parking space management, including better disabled parking  
7. Options for shared cars and a car club  
8. Signage and information provision for drivers  
9. Electric vehicle charge points  
10. Local business guidance on travel planning for staff and visitors  

See appendix B for a latest proposals. G Wider issues  

A27  

Arundel is looking for A27 and other transport infrastructure improvements which reduce 
congestion and pollution and improve access, whilst minimising impact on landscape, 
homes, business, wildlife and flood risk.  

The Department for Transport has budgeted funds for improvements along the A27 at 
Arundel, Worthing and Chichester. Highways England is commissioned to develop and 



implement schemes and, at the time of writing, is identifying options for these. Public 
consultation is scheduled to be undertaken from early 2017.  

Arundel Town Council will support full and informed debate on A27 improvements.  

Parking  

There is a lack of co-ordination between car parking policies and the desire to improve the 
shopping experience in Arundel. We should ensure consistent enforcement of parking 
restriction. Good signposting to car parks is needed to encourage entry to them at the 
earliest opportunity and discourage cruising around town looking for street parking. Charges 
can be adjusted so the first half hour is free and payment is made on exit. This will boost 
trade at local shops by encouraging people to linger in shopping areas, as they will not be 
fearful that their 'time is up'.  
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Business support  

We aim to ensure provision of advice and guidance on travel planning for business, making 
clear the benefits to local business of traffic and parking management and a low vehicle 
volume street environment. There is scope for seeking and supporting new business 
opportunities arising from better 'active transport' infrastructure, ie improving streetscene 
for walking and cycling.  

Business could focus on staff recruitment from the town and locality before seeking to 
recruit more widely, supporting local employment and reducing traffic congestion.  

Schools  

We can work more with schools and parents, with the support of WSCC Travelwise, Arundel 
community groups and police, on developing and implementing school travel plans and 
consolidating both schools' plans. This includes active support to increase children's walking 
and cycling to school sending a consistent message of safety and health benefits, with 
coordinated measures to reduce school runs by car.  
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Appendices:  

A Background to inform the strategy  

Numbers in brackets refer to references (page 15)  

Car use  

Nearly two thirds of households in Arundel have one car or none (8) and 15% of households 
have a single occupant. Where one person in a multi-occupancy household with a car uses it, 
say, for work, it is not available to other occupants. This means that well over half the 
population of the town does not have access to a car on a daily basis. In planning access to 
facilities both within and beyond the town, this should be kept in mind.  



There is generally a decline in young people taking up driving (14) and while this may not be 
so marked in rural areas, aspirations are shifting from cars to mobile electronic devices.  

Travel planning  

Business travel planning aims to reduce single occupancy car journeys to reduce parking 
demand and traffic congestion, while improving access, costs and staff benefits. Businesses 
can take measures such as supporting staff home working and car-sharing, staggering staff 
hours to reduce peak time travel, providing changing facilities, bike schemes, providing 
public transport information.  

Technical developments  

Electronic communications allow more home and flexible working and internet shopping 
and make trains a positive choice, allowing work or entertainment while travelling. Mobile 
apps now allow more efficient use of public transport in planning journeys.  

Electric vehicle (EV) chargers are now national available, including long period chargers at 
relatively low cost and fast rate units (with higher associated costs). Two charge points are 
available at Arundel railway station car park.  

Shopping patterns  

Research shows regular visitors using public transport, walking or cycling, use town retail 
business more than car users. Cyclists visit local shops more regularly, spending more than 
users of other modes of transport. (9, 11). People (visitors and residents) taking to their car, 
are more likely to drive to an out-of-town retailer, rather than stay in town and use local 
business.  

Health and climate change  

Road transport is a key UK source of increasing greenhouse gases and poor air quality, 
seriously affecting health and causing tens of thousands of premature deaths each year 
largely due to particulates and oxides of nitrogen. It is also regarded as a major factor in 
increased obesity levels and incidences of diabetes, as car use discourages active travel. (13)  

Economy  

South coast rail and bus improvements would enable access for job seekers, school and 
college students, disabled, elderly and others not able or not wishing to drive.  
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B Actions  

This list will be updated as actions or measures are progressed or changed. 
The Id code groups these into priorities 1-, 2-, 3-. Priority depends on impact, need and ease 
of achieving or where work has already been undertaken.  

Id Issue(s)  



1-1 F1* 1-1a F1*  

2. 1-2  F1*  
3. 1-3  F1,F4*  
4. 1-4  F1,F4*  
5. 1-5  A5  
6. 1-6  A2, C8  
7. 1-7  A6, B1, C1  

2-8 B  

3-9 C4 
1-10 F8, F5, F6  

11. 2-11  A3  
12. 2-12  A3  

1-13 A4  

2-14 A6  

15. 1-15  A1  
16. 1-16  A1  

17. 2-17  A1  
18. 2-18  A6  

19. 1-19  A7, F  
20. 1-20  A5  
21. 1-21  B1  
22. 1-22  F  

2-23 A7, F  

Measure /description  

20mph speed limit for conservation area. *  

20mph speed limit for Fitzalan Rd, Queens Rd etc  

20mph speed limit for Torton Hill area.  

20mph speed limit for Ford Road  

'Gateway' road treatments for Ford Road, Causeway, London Road, Maltravers St.  

Lighting and signage for station pathway. Motion sensor low level lighting to improve sense of 
safety. Eye catching signage needed.  

Pedestrian signage - town centre to key locations, from car parks/elsewhere. 
Footway and cycle track along Ford Road to station. Path separated from the traffic. Key  

route for school, college access.  



Riverside cycle path to Littlehampton and Amberley. Leisure route to SDNP and coast. Not substitute 
for 1-7  

Chord – rail link for Arun Valley line to Coast line eastwards. Signage to car parks. At road entry 
points to town.  

Open pedestrian link through Tarrant Wharf from Surrey Wharf. Locked gateway blocking access.  

Open pedestrian link through Ninevah Shipyard from Brewery Hill. Herris fencing blocking access.  

Pedestrian priority Tarrant St and High St – improving streetscene, opportunities and safety.  

Pedestrian paths at doctor's surgery. 
Pedestrian crossing at Ford Road. Formal. Around graveyard and bus stop area. Key link for  

cross-town access via , close to PRoW. Safety issue. Also, effect as calming measure.  

Pedestrian crossing at Queen Street. Informal, eg built out paving (road narrowing point). Busy 
location and visitor area. Safety issue.  

Pedestrian crossing at Post Office, Mill Rd. Informal? Possible road narrowing point as crossing 
option.  

Pedestrian access to hospital – path through woodland emerging at front entrance. Traffic calming at 
School Lane-Tarrant St at 5 point junction. Options: change in priority;  

narrowing to reduce Tarrant St speed.  

Underpass (road bridge) improvements – lighting and painting (or other surface treatment) to 
brighten.  

Cycle route from Ford Road to High St. with access via A27 underpass, Slipe, contraflow along Tarrant 
St to Arun St (or via Surrey Wharf).  

Revise Ford roundabout lane markings. To improve traffic flow. Poor lane management generates 
congestion.  

Review Park Place-Mount Pleasant street treatment to minimise danger from vehicles. 12  

Id Issue(s)  

1-24 B3 2-25 B1, F  

3-26 B6, C3, F10  

2-27 A, B5, C3, F10  

28. 3-28  B1  
29. 3-29  B3  
30. 3-30  C2, C3  

2-31 C5, C6  



32. 1-32  F2*  
33. 1-33  A,F2*  
34. 1-34  F2*  
35. 1-35  D2  
36. 1-36  D1, E1, F4  

Measure /description 
Cycle parking at Town Quay and Tarrant St. (Entrance to Print works)  

Review High St traffic priorities for vehicles to reduce town through-traffic and danger from vehicles. 
Consider making road by town quay two way and remodelling junction at post office.  

Travel planning guidance for Arundel businesses. 
Visitor information for walking and cycling. Tourist information and other marketing and  

publicity  

Cycle path to Arundel station via A27.  

Bike storage for Town centre residents.  

Lobby / support rail improvements for capacity and speed on Coast line and extending evening 
schedules on Coast and Arun Valley lines.  

Lobby / support bus schedule improvements for commuting and evening use. New services along 
A27 and to Ford station.  

ACE school street treatment to compliment WSCC Travelwise measures to reduce vehicle danger.  

Stewards Copse path to ACE school – for walking from drop-off/parking at Dalloway Road. St Philips 
school links with WSCC Travelwise – support for measures to reduce vehicle  

danger.  

Street parking measures to tackle illegal and inappropriate parking (largely visitors) blocking access 
for emergency vehicles.  

Ford Road improvements to ensure access for emergency vehicles and buses, HGV restrictions, speed 
restrictions. Consider calming measures at junctions, eg Tortington Manor, Priory Lane, also 
narrowing effect of walkway. Signage.  

Notification procedures of roadworks and traffic management. Draft clear guidance for contractors.  

Local trade and delivery measures to avoid obstruction to pedestrian and vehicle access.  

Enforcement agreements, unloading permits for traders' vehicles.  

Install electric vehicle charge points.  

Parking provision for disabled drivers. Identify priority parking locations.  

Parking management on street. Extend Queen St car parking spaces to 2 hour.  

Car club. Investigate potential for Arundel.  



Car sharing and shared car ownership. Establish 'matching' facility and publicity for Arundel 
residents.  

Footway and cycle bridge over A27, crossing A284 and connecting to top of Park Place for cross-town 
link.  

'Park & Walk' from Arundel station. Effectively increasing car parking space for the town. Speed 
restriction on Mill Road. Investigate measures to reduces vehicle speeds and deter U  

turns. Currently national speed limit.  

Car park payment scheme. Seek mechanism whereby payment is on exit. May use smart phone 
technology.  

Increased car parking at Ford station. Encouraging use of rail services. Traffic management in 
Jarvis/Canada Rd. To address rat-running.  

37. 1-37  E2  
38. 1-38  E3, E4  

3-39 F9 2-40 F6 1-41 F6 2-42 F7 1-43 F7  

3-44 A1  

*  

45. 1-45  F3,F6*  
46. 1-46  F1  

47. 2-47  F6  
48. 2-48  C  
49. 2-49  F3  
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Id  Issue(s)  Measure /description  

1-
50  F1  Surrey St-Maltravers St junction calming. Occurrences of illegal vehicle entry to one way. 

Wide junction encourages speed.  
1-
51  F6  Address excessive campervan parking. In Mill Road/London Road.  

2-
52  F3  

Address High St rat running. Including  

Maltravers St.  
1-
53  F6  Change parking restrictions Tarrant St. Remove from Brewery Hill to Surrey St for 

residents.  

Notes *  

Speed limits To enable a 20mph limit to be implemented along Ford Road, the speed limit 
outside the town boundary will need to be limited to 40 mph where it is currently 60mph, 
matching it to current speed restrictions at Ford.  



'Gateways': street treatments on all entry roads to the town, including Causeway, Ford 
Road, Maltravers Road and London Road serve to reduce traffic speeds as well as 
'announcing' the town  

Car club where a car is run by an organisation – clubs are successful in areas of London and 
in a scheme run by Co-Wheels in partnership with WSCC operates in Horsham and 
Chichester. The potential for a vehicle in Arundel will be investigated.  

Car-sharing schemes, including for specific trips such as school or college runs or commutes, 
are likely to be more successful if established locally. A county scheme run through Liftshare 
with WSCC is available at westsussexcarshare.com.  

Shared car ownership scheme, where a car can be jointly owned, is particularly likely to be 
successful where a household has an underused second car and shares with a neighbour 
with low car use demand, or where neighbours with low car use share. There are significant 
advantages in shared costs, occasional shared trips and reduced car parking demand.  

Schools need active support to increase children's walking and cycling to school. Support can 
be provided for managing safe 'drop off' by identifying and promoting parking areas for the 
duration of the school run, (morning and afternoon), coinciding with space provided by 
commuting or sites for gathering groups. These streets would be away from the schools but 
within reasonable walking distance. Schools are working with WSCC TravelWise as the lead 
body with expertise, knowledge and some budget. ATC will support this as and where 
needed.  

Station 'Park & Walk': Arundel station provides low cost or free parking only 10 minutes’ 
walk from the High St. This needs promotion which will additionally show the practicality of 
visiting Arundel by train. At special events, organisers may wish to provide a short bus 
service from the station, eg by booking the Arundel Community Bus.  
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Abstracts:  

WS Transport Plan 2011-2026, Implementation Plan for Arun, pp50-52  

'The current provision of pedestrian and cycling facilities throughout the District .... are unable to 
support and maintain sustainable travel, as much of the network is disjointed and suffers from 
inadequate signing, safe crossing points and poor surfacing.'  

'Encouraging sustainable travel by improving the existing cycle and pedestrian network through 
improved signing, connecting routes where appropriate and repairing and maintaining surfaces.'  

'Improving pedestrian accessibility throughout the District by enhancing existing pedestrian crossings, 
and providing new pedestrian crossing facilities at identified key locations.'  

'Promoting sustainable transport choices through projects such as Safer Routes to School. Supporting 
opportunities which will improve and protect the rights of way network throughout the District.'  

'Continuing to work with our bus operators and developing quality bus partnerships, to improve the 
capacity and quality of the bus fleet, and to improve the way services are marketed, particularly 
supporting the Coastal Transport System major scheme when funding is available to deliver it.'  
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